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SUMMARY 
I have taken an unorthodox path to the business sector, but for good reason: I have been a 

professional handball player. Some highlights of my career include: 179 appearances with 

the Hungarian National Handball Team, 4th place at both the Athens and London 

Olympics, Team Captain of the Hungarian National Team, and several appearances at 

both the European Championships and the World Championships. Besides my 

athleticism, I was appointed to the Hungarian Olympic Committee's Board of Athletes 

since 2017 and have been a member of the Hungarian Sports Innovation Committee since 

2009. 

 

SKILLS 
Communication Skills, Creativity, Influence,  Motivational Skills, Openness to New Ideas, 

Analytical Skills, Self-improvement, Precision  

 

EXPERIENCE 
Director  

Yellow Road System 

 

I am a co-founder of Yellow Road System, a Hungarian company that specialises in 

comprehensive psychological and psychical screening of young athletes so that parents 

can ensure successful careers for their children. 

 

Official Partner  

RISE International 

 

RISE is defined as a Human Development System, and as such, the solutions it offers are 

completely unique. The main task of the system is to define the personality of an 

individual and their resulting behaviour. Based on its assessment of individuals, RISE can 

also define the same information at the group level. Thus, RISE is a deep analytical tool 

for assessing teams, companies, organisations, target groups, countries; essentially, 

groups defined in any way. 

 

Consultant  

Mentors & Partners Group 

 

For international companies, M&P primarily provides organisational development, 

recruitment/headhunting, and market research solutions; we also provide management, 

sales, and teambuilding trainings. For Hungarian-owned companies, we offer complex, 

unique “business mentoring” programmes, a term we coined 11 years ago to represent our 

comprehensive approach that has since ensured the success of several domestic 

companies. 



 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
Faculty of Social Sciences  

Corvinus University of Budapest 

Budapest  

Teacher Training Faculty  

University of Szeged 

Szeged  

Specialist in Sports Law  

Pázmány Péter Catholic University 

Budapest  
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